
 

 

 

Run up to Antaragni  

Word Games 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Word diamond (1 point per letter) 
 

_  =mc^2 

_ _  _ tu, Brute? 

_ _ _ Game. ______. Match. 

_ _ _ _  A slender or elongated structure that supports a plant or fungus or a plant part  

_ _ _ _ _  *_____ & conditions apply  

_ _ _ _ _ _ an underground railway system 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  What Vito was and what Michael became 

_ _ _ _ _ _ icy delight!  

_ _ _ _ _ Habitually abstemious in the use of alcoholic liquors or drugs 

_ _ _ _ sounds like angy boar 

_ _ _ A round object 

_ _ conjunction for alternatives  

_ circle  

 

 

_ SMS abbreviation for a ‘to- be’ verb 

_ _ indicates iteration 

_ _ _ of a female 

_ _ _ _ not there 



_ _ _ _ _ a medium that was once supposed to fill all space  

_ _ _ _ _ _ to bring again to a higher temperature 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I do not know whether it rained yesterday or not.  

_ _ _ _ _ _ decoration for laying on grave 

_ _ _ _ _ farmer’s livelihood 

_ _ _ _ cause to become soft/ liquid 

_ _ _ she'll get up on stage at the drop of a _____. 

_ _ preposition for place and time 

_ at the top of anything 

 

_ end of pain  

_ _ indefinite article 

_ _ _ A communist state in Indochina 

_ _ _ _ the most important 

_ _ _ _ _ an excessive enthusiasm or desire 

_ _ _ _ _ _ a thin layer 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ beasts and birds., humans too, at times.  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ an object held to act as a charm to avert evil and bring good fortune 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ athletes require this to keep going 

_ _ _ _ _ _ a slender predatory insect with a triangular head 

_ _ _ _ _ a soft fabric 

_ _ _ _ expresses opposition  

_ _ _ one goes to the beach to get   

_ _ horrible subject taught in first year at IITK 

_ short for a beverage 

 

 

Mad Gabs(7 points) 
 

Heard of the Italian man who went to Malta and all the confusion his accent caused?  Decode his mad 

ramblings into intelligible phrases and idioms in the English language to make people believe he hasn’t 

lost his marbles. 

 

Eg.  

Luigi: (staring at a guy surrounded by many women) Easel Aid Ease Man! 

Confused person: Why on earth would he want an easel in a party? 

Translator: Oh no! He doesn’t want an easel. He’s just saying, “He’s a ladies’ man.”. 

 

1. Egg Know Rinses Bless 

2. Cussed Hum Aid 

3. Abe Autumn Lisp Hit 

4. Cry Shape Hearty 



5. Ace Height Force or Rise 

6. Ache Leans Late  

7. Creased My Sieve  

8. Age Hip Off Told Bull Lock  

9. Backed Ooze Queer Won  

10. Calm tooth hen cove fit  

11. Burr Sofa Faith Her  

12. Ape Any Fur Youth Halts  

13. Ash Hold Hurt Hook Rye Yawn  

14. Chess Tame Home Hint  

15. Check Cove Fault Raids  

 

 

Word to word (50/n points)  
 

A classic Word Games problem. Starting with the first word, change only one letter in each successive 

word to make a new meaningful word, preserving the order of letters to get to the other side.  

 

Eg. Pet  to Dog :  Pet---> Pit---> Pig---> Dig---> Dog 

 

1.Head to Tail 

 

2.Door to Lock 

 

3.Bank to Loan 

 

4.Wheat to Bread  

 

5.Fort to Lake 

 

6. House to Gorge  



Gelda’s House of Gelbelgarg(5 points) 
Learners of a foreign languages (and computers for that matter) often come across words that they don’t 

know. Sometimes you can’t do much more than guess what they mean, but more often there are various 

clues in the surrounding text that can tell you a lot about the “unknown” words, as this problem 

illustrates. On the next page we reproduce a website where customers have rated their most recent 

experience at Gelda’s House of Gelbelgarg, a new ethnic restaurant in the city centre. Even if 

you’ve never heard of any of the dishes mentioned, you should still be able to work out some things 

about them. 

 

Question:  
The restaurant review mentions the following words that you have probably never 

come across before: 

bolger, färsel-försel, gelbelgarg, göngerplose, gorse-weebel, meembel, rolse 

Use the reviews to guess what kind of thing each word refers to: 

• A for individual, discrete food items. 

• B for liquids, or masses of uncountably small things. 

• C for containers or measurements. 

Restaurant Review: 

SanDeE* 
Reviews: 2 
Report this 

The portions at this place are just too big! I’d rather have half the 
portions at a lower price – they just bring out too many göngerplose 

and too much meembel for me. 

 

wndlHghs40 
Reviews: 5 
Report this 

i took my nan here and she said it was just like she remembered from 
the old country. but the service was a bit lacking – nan ordered four 

gelbelgarg and the waitress only brought two! 

 

xMandiee7x 
Reviews: 4 
Report this 

I found the food confusing and disorienting. Where is this from? I 

randomly ordered the färsel-försel and had to send them back! Three 
words: weird, weird, and weird. 

 

wrldTrvl197
7 

Reviews: 11 
Report this 

I went to Wolserl last year for a holiday, and this is the real thing. If you 
order the gelbelgarg, though, make sure you also get at least one 

rolse of sweetbolger – it’s how the locals like it! 

 

money@ho
me 
Reviews: 

103 User is on 

probation 

the prices are steep, but i can afford them – i make up to £45/hr 
working at home! find out how i do it at http://bit.ly/grhCm 

 



bu_zhidao 
Reviews: 8 

Report this 

not a great date spot! i got a gelbelgarg and a rolse of meembel, but 
my date was so disoriented that she just ended up with some 

gorse-weebel. :/ 

 

wembley20
00 
Reviews: 2 
Report this 

The food was pretty good… But I would have liked more gorse-weebel 
and fewer göngerplose. You really feel like the chef is skimping on the 

good stuff.. 

 

 

Spoonerisms (10 points)  

are phrases, sentences, or words in language with swapped sounds. Usually this happens by accident, 

particularly if you're speaking fast. Come and wook out of the lindow is an example. Of course, there are 

many millions of possible Spoonerisms, but those which are of most interest (mainly for their amusement 

value) are the ones in which the Spoonerism makes sense as well as the original phrase. Go and shake a 

tower and a well-boiled icicle illustrate this well (go and take a shower, a well-oiled bicycle). 

Fill in the blanks with pairs of phrases which are spoonerisms of one another. 

 

Eg. He was sitting alone at home stuffing himself with       bad salad    (rotten lettuce) and writing for his 

love, a ___sad ballad    _(depressing song) 

 

 

1.The lazy school boy in the city couldn’t stop  ________________ (despising his study material) while the 

fisherboy in the village carried on with  ________________.(placing food on his fishing rod) 

 

2.The zookeeper let the   ________________(destructive mules) loose and they entered the enclosure of 

the ________________(apes hanging from ropes) 

 

3.The ________________(prudent bunny) told him to develop a  ________________ (liking for books) 

 

4.The  ________________ (stupid Dutchman) got his hand jammed in a  ________________ (tube) trying to 

reach the piece of peanut inside it. 

 

5.It would be a rather bizarre story if a  ________________ (swift bicyclist) were to talk to a 

________________ (book loving web spinner) 

6. 

7.He was ardent reader of  ________________ (rabbit periodicals)., so much so, that he spent all the coins 

from all his ________________ (sack of currency) 

8.There is no way of telling ________________(thieves and governesses) from each other in this place. 

They’re there in all the  ________________ (small and remote places). 

9.Don't  ________________(worry about trivial) things and don't  ________________(caress the 

perspiring)things and you’ll be good to go. 



10.Dr. Frankenstein created the monstrous creature to for ________________ (running errands) but the 

creature went out of control and started ________________(masticating the entrance). 

11.There are  ________________ (wax lamp with whiskers) in the old mansion because of some peculiar 

fungal growth on the objects. While studying the artefacts, make sure to  ________________(deal with 

caution). 

12.He lay unconscious in  ________________ (screaming agony) in the incessantly  ________________ 

(streaming water) 

 

 

 

Big Words (5 points) 
Do not let the length of these words discombobulate your faculties. Their denotations are fairly 

uncomplicated. Match each of the following words with their correct meanings. 

  

1. pulchritudinous  Uproar 

2. brobdingnagian  Brick-red 

3. disambiguate  Obsolete. 

4. pandemonium  The act of yawning 

5. pandiculation  Mirror images of each other 

6. Antediluvian  Between 70 and 80 years old. 

7. latericeous Probability 

8. septuagenarian  Huge 

9. enantiomorphic  Old 

10. superannuated  Beautiful  

11. verisimilitude  To explain 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Occupational Puns (10 points) 
When people lose their jobs they may be dismissed, sacked, fired or kicked out; they may be out on their 

ear or on their neck; they may be shown the door; or they may be given their cards, their marching 

orders, the push, the elbow, or the order of the boot. 

Some professions, however, have their own individual terminology for this situation: a clergyman may be 

defrocked, a lawyer disbarred, an army officer cashiered. 

Here are some occupational puns for you with the ‘pun indicator’ present in the sentence to make life 

easier. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate verb forms. 

 

e.g.  The jailer  _excelled___ (stood out) in his field of work.  He was rewarded for bringing reforms and 

transforming the way prisoners lived in their cells   (<----indicator). 

 

 

1. The gambler  was ________________ (expelled)from the casino for counting cards.  
2. The poet  had ________________ (branched out) himself. He began writing his verses in different 
genres of poetry. 
3. The Chinese waiter was left completely  ________________(confused) by the state of his new 
workplace. Being an old man from the Orient, it would be hard for him to get used to the western way of 
things.  
4. The investment banker was  ________________(suspected) by many of his colleagues. They 
suspected that he was the one who slyly siphoned off all the funds from the trust. 
5. The way the Head Chef treated his subordinates was rather  ________________ (unpleasant). He 
would taste their preparations and spit in their faces if he did not like it.  
6. The cowboy who works at the ranch was ________________ (crazy). He would drive the cattle 
across the open range and leave them on the opposite side. 
7. Bullies  ________________ (degrade) their own selves by being mean to the people around them.  
8. The dead musician’s body ________________ (decayed) in the backyard. All that remained of him 
was his lifeless carcass and the songs he had composed. 
9. The hairdresser in the salon was deeply ________________ (upset). He had been shouted at by a 
customer for ruining her tresses. 
10. The jury did not ________________ (differentiate) amongst the convicts in the bank robbery. 
Their social stature and influence could not reduce the intensity of their criminal offense. 
 
 

Word Charade (5 points) 
 
A big word has been split into smaller words. Synonyms for the smaller words and the big word, and the 
number of letters in the big word are given. Get the big words. 
Appeal + certain = enjoyment (8) 
PLEA + SURE = PLEASURE 
Solve: 

 
1. Writing tool+ hymn = a strong liking (8)   



2. Cheat + metal + man = team (10)   
3. Curve+ House for a swarm of bees = A depository (7)  
4. Option + agreement = suffering (6)   
5. Wound+ metropolis = dearth (8)  
6. Not down + for each + bag = capital letters (9)   
7. Citrus fruit + ray = media attention (9)   
8. Little devil + pretend = effect (6)   
9. Latest + health resort + for each = tabloid (9)  `   
10. DNA unit + food packet = age group (10)   
11. Expert + channel + charge = manufacturing (10)   
12. Lacerated + hustle = Windstorm (7)   


